
Grooved rail
Keeping cities on the move



Grooved rail for wear-resistant 
operation and easy maintenance 

We have extensive experience in the manufacture of grooved 
rail sections for the growing urban mass transit market. Our 
grooved rail is installed on the majority of urban networks 
across Europe and many prestigious transport systems 
worldwide. Recent projects served by British Steel have 
included networks in France, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, 
the UK, the Netherlands, Italy, Portugal, Dubai and Morocco.

We offer proven manufacturing expertise and apply 

stringent standards throughout the entire rail production 

process – from bloom manufacture to final testing. This 

ensures the consistent quality and performance of our

grooved rail. 

We understand how rails perform in real-life networks 

and use this experience to develop innovative products 

and services to address industry issues. We share our steel 

know-how with customers to help maximise rail life, reduce 

life cycle costs, and minimise the carbon impact of their 

networks. 

We offer:

• A wide range of grooved rail profiles produced to    

Euronorm standards – so you can select the best option

• Proven expertise in producing grooved rail to meet specific 

customer specifications

• A wide range of steel grades covering industry standard 

grades (including EN14811), specialist customer grades and 

patented industry leading grades such as ML330

• Rails with consistent metallurgical and mechanical 

properties delivering predictable performance

• Profiles produced to tight dimensional tolerances ensuring 

ease of installation

• An additional guarantee of rail quality from advanced 

non-destructive testing including ultrasonic testing
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Multi-Life grooved rail to reduce life 
cycle costs

ML330, our Multi-Life grooved rail, fully 
addresses the customer requirement for a 
longer life product for tight curves prone to 
high rates of both vertical and side wear.

Its resistance to wear is comparable to the hardest heat 

treated grooved rails, and in most cases avoids the need for 

costly hard-facing by welding prior to installation. ML330 

is the most wear resistant weld restorable grooved rail, it 

typically extends the first use phase by a factor of three 

compared to R260 grade rails.

Our ML330 is unique and much longer lasting than other 

available grades due to:

• A high wear resistance inherited from the intelligent design 

of the patented composition and microstructure

• Its ability for side wear to be robustly and repeatedly 

restorable using our patented low pre-heat welding process

This offers considerable advantage to tramway networks by 

maximising useful rail life avoiding costly and disruptive rail 

renewal, leading to a reduction in life cycle costs.

The following premium properties are achieved in the        

‘as-rolled’ condition through the intelligent design of 

chemical composition and the resulting microstructure:

• Removing the need for pre-installation hard-facing          

- High wear resistance for a longer first life

• to give multiple lives                                                                     

- Robust weld restorability of side wear

• Available for all profiles of grooved rail

The high wear resistance and material properties of ML330 

remove the need for pre-installation hard-facing 

(“AU” and “AC” welding). In addition, in-track profile 

restoration can be undertaken using the weld restoration 

process we developed.

Graph shows 

decreasing wear 

rate with increased 

hardness. This 

shows that ML330 

has the highest 

resistance to wear.
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ML330 is the most wear 
resistant weld restorable 
grooved rail

Effect of composition on hardness and wear rate
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First, a low pre-heat avoids damage to polymers

surrounding the embedded rail. Second, unlike ‘no-preheat’ 

methods of weld restoration, it produces robust, crack-

free weld deposits. The prescribed low bulk pre-heat of 

80°C employed ensures the development of a tougher 

microstructure that is resistant to cracking.

By sharing our expertise, we 
can help customers reduce the 
life cycle costs of renewal and 
maintenance.

We have developed a patented weld repair 
process. This low pre-heat process is ideal 
for rebuilding worn grooved rail in track to 
extend rail life and reduce life cycle costs. 
A welding technique requiring low 
pre-heating offers significant advantages. 

Weld restoration 

Restoration of our ML330 using this process has been 

evaluated by the University of Cambridge. The results validate 

the principles of the welding process and the integrity of the 

welds done on ML330.

Our ML range is formulated to provide improved                  

weldability and together with our patented weld restoration 

process, rail is being successfully restored in tramway networks 

across Europe.

We offer advice and consultancy to tramway networks over a 

wide range of rail welding issues. By sharing our expertise, we 

can help customers reduce the life cycle costs of renewal and 

maintenance.
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Our unique range of products and services 
supports customers to make a step change 
reduction in the through life cost of their 
railway infrastructure. 

Our rail/wheel expertise can help to 
optimise rail grade selection across 
track networks to ensure long term cost 
efficiency.

The services we offer include:

• Maximising the efficiency of your supply chain operations 

- Pre-bending of grooved rails – working from plans or     

topology surveys for direct installation on tightly curved   

tracks

• Helping to meet schedules and possession times 

- A logistics service adapted to specific client needs and   

encompassing deliveries to construction sites

• Helping to extend rail life and reduce life cycle costs            

- Technical advice and recommendations on the choice of  

steel grades and use of grooved rails - including advice on  

welding and repair

• Working with you to meet performance targets                      

- Pre-installation welding of standard grade rails to meet   

 requirements for anti-wear and anti-screech

Grade C Si Mn P S Cr AI V
H2 
(ppm)

Rm 
(MPa)

A min 
(%)

Hardness 
HB

R200G 0.40/0.60 0.15/0.58 0.70/1.20 <0.035 <0.035 <0.15 <0.004 - <3 >680 14 200-240

R220G 0.50/0.65 0.15/0.58 1.00/1.25 <0.025 <0.025 <0.15 <0.004 - <3 >780 12 220-260

R260G 0.62/0.80 0.15/0.58 0.70/1.20 <0.025 <0.025 <0.15 <0.004 - <2.5 >880 10 260-300

Premium grade: 
ML200  (700V)

0.20/0.30 0.20/0.30 1.20/1.50 <0.045 <0.045 <0.10 <0.004 0.10/0.16 <2.5 >685 >14 200-240

Premium grade: 
ML260  (900V)

0.41/0.51 0.20/0.30 1.10/1.40 <0.045 <0.045 <0.15 <0.004 0.10/0.15 <2.5 >885 >10 260-300

Premium grade: 
ML330  (330V)

0.73/0.78 0.65/1.00 1.10/1.40 <0.025 <0.025 <0.15 <0.004 0.07/0.15 <2.5 >1,050 >10 320-360

Physical propertiesChemical analysis (% in mass)
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Meeting the needs of our customers

Profile
Equivalent
profile
name

Section 
weight 
kg/m

Rail 
height 
mm

Head
width
 mm

Gauge 
corner 
radii

Foot 
width
mm

Moment of 
inertia 
Ixx cm4

Moment of 
inertia 
lyy cm4

Groove 
width 
mm

Total head 
width
mm

46G1 60G 46.03 150.0 53.76 13.0 140.0 1614.9 610.90 58.85 125.00

51G1 G51 50.79 152.0 51.92 9.0 149.0 1870.0 712.00 62.24 126.00

55G1 35GP 54.77 152.5 56.23 10.0 141.5 2075.6 681.50 35.94 111.82

53G1 35GPU 53.68 152.5 56.16 13.0 141.5 2041.0 675.00 36.09 111.82

55G2 41GP 55.37 152.5 56.23 10.0 141.5 2081.6 740.50 40.94 116.90

55G3 41GP13 55.27 152.5 57.03 13.0 141.5 2078.0 740.00 40.18 116.82

54G4 41GPi 54.09 152.5 56.22 13.0 141.5 2037.0 734.00 40.83 116.82

54G1 41GPU 54.26 152.5 56.16 13.0 141.5 2048.0 733.00 41.09 116.82

59R1 Ri59-R10, Ri59 58.97 180.0 56.00 10.0 180.0 3266.8 886.20 42.00 113.00

59R2 Ri59-R13, Ri59N 58.20 180.0 55.83 13.0 180.0 3213.8 877.40 42.35 113.00

60R1 Ri60-R10, Ri60 60.59 180.0 56.00 10.0 180.0 3352.9 928.56 36.00 113.00

60R2 Ri60-R13, Ri60N 59.75 180.0 55.83 13.0 180.0 3298.1 920.10 36.35 113.00

62R1 NP4aM 62.37 180.0 56.03 10.0 180.0 3535.5 1041.90 34.44 116.00

62R2 NP4aS 61.91 180.0 55.86 13.0 180.0 3505.9 1042.80 33.98 116.00

68G1 70G 68.29 200.0 58.00 13.0 180.0 4446.5 1355.90 69.57 146.00

We offer the following wide range of grooved rails

We use the range of steel grades below
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Care has been taken to ensure that the contents of this publication are accurate, but 
British Steel Limited and its subsidiaries and associated undertakings (having the meaning 
set out in the Companies Act 2006) do not accept responsibility or liability for errors or 
information that is found to be misleading.

Copyright British Steel 2017

British Steel Limited is registered in England under number 09438207 with registered 
office at British Steel, Administration Building, Brigg Road, Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire,     
United Kingdom, DN16 1BP.
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UK - Manufacturing Facilities & Commercial 

France - Commercial 
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